
Wednesday 13th January- We hope this finds you all well and that you will find these suggestions helpful. Please feel free to adapt or extend 
them as you see fit.

Learning intentions:
I am learning to find key 
information in the video. I am 
learning to use cursive 
handwriting. I am learning to read 
and write words with magic e .

Success criteria:
I can form my letters correctly
on the lines. I can copy my 
spelling words correctly in the 
roll and write game.

Literacy: The Arctic is the area around the Earth's North Pole and this story will help you find out more about it.
Listening- https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LYK8ERKPnNM
Talking-Is there any similarities or differences between Antarctica and the Arctic?

Handwriting – Practise writing these cursive letters using different coloured pencils or crayons you have at home. 
If you would like you can do a warm up and your handwriting along with us in this clip.
https://vimeo.com/499616730/3c6f9a8900

Spelling -Watch this magic e video to see what it does to the vowel a -
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tp_iuG2uHY4
Follow up game – Take a look at the next slide to see how to play 'Spelling Roll and Write'. You will need: paper, pencil, dice, ruler.

Maths: Warm up (Recommended 10 mins) - Use your mind and body while watching this video of counting backwards from 100

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ss-azuApvA0.

Follow up game – Ask an adult or sibling to say a number and try to count backwards 2 numbers from the given number.
Medium- within 30 Hot- Within 60 Spicy- within 100 and beyond

Sumdog Teams Challenge – Log on to Sumdog and complete the maths challenge. When you
have completed it open the Teams Sumdog assignment and click 'hand in' so we can give you
feedback. Good luck!

Across the curriculum: P.E - Mrs Knust has recorded an Aerobic Fitness workout routine in a video.
You can find the video in teams in the files section. It has been saved in this week's learning forder in 
the Wednesday folder. This clip can help you find where the video has been saved.

https://vimeo.com/499587638/637447f164

Learning intentions:
I am learning to count 
backwards within 100.
I am learning to use my 
maths skills to complete a 
Sumdog challenge.

Success criteria:
I can count backwards within 
100. I can count backwards 
from a given number.
I can complete a challenge.

Success criteria:
I can follow instructions.
I can copy the aerobic moves.

Learning intentions: I am 
learning to follow instructions 
from the video and move my 
body correctly.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LYK8ERKPnNM
https://vimeo.com/499616730/3c6f9a8900
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tp_iuG2uHY4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ss-azuApvA0
https://vimeo.com/499587638/637447f164


Instructions

Draw 6 columns on a piece of paper then draw 5 or more lines across like in the 
picture below. Ask an adult for help if you need it.

Now write numbers 1-6 (or draw the dice pattern like in the example below) at the 
top then choose a different word from one of the spelling lists to write 
in each column. When you roll the dice, write down the word that matches up with 
the number you have rolled. You can see which column fills up first!

Spelling Roll and Write Game

Medium

hat

cap

far

mat

tap

pan

Hot

hate

cape

fare

mate

tape

pane

Spicy

grape

shade

flame

plane

shape

spade


